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In the Soviet publication "Bluthdayushchiye Teni" By Grigoriy AI

Kazakhstan Publishing House, Alma-Ate, 1964, there is an interesting assage

about Boris LEVITSKIY's friend, Mikhail KDRZHAN. During the press onference .

on 2 April 1962, in East Berlin, OsiAERGUTI, former active mamb r of the CUN

and presumed Soviet agent, revealed the following:

"During World War II, VERGUN was an officer of t fascist

intelligence group 'ABWIE1R-102' which was operat 	 in the Ukraine.

In 1947, VERDUN was recruited by the DEHLEU °rip zation and for a

01.
conference, VERDUN named some agents known o him from the BANDE.H.A

organization who were sent to the U.S.A. and Canada with the mission

A
to spy. The leaders of the DUN, LEN' SKIY and SMTSKO took a trip

there. SITISKO used documents unde the name of a writer, Vasiliy

)'DANKIV who lived in Munich. In 	 8, with the assignment of B.N.D.

the Banderite journalist Vlad r4LENIK paid a visit to the U.S.A.

A trip to Canada was taken	 Ivan\KASHUBA, Chief of the SB."

'To some of their 	 nts, the B.N.D. gave orders to cooperate

with other capitalist ntelligence and counterintelligence... As it

was revealed by VE7 I, with the French counterintelligence cooperated

IvanPOPOVICH, me6ber of the right wing of the trade union and a

leader of the/banderites in France, Bori:NETUSHINSKIY. With the CIA

cooperated Mikhail KO/MEW', former 'ABWEHR . resident in the Polish

town Sanqk.	 (Page 74)

There is no other information in the book about Mikhail KORZH1N.

2. Doris CNERNYY 

Th2 R11561j.:22:!!:12iii- gazine "Novyy Zhurnal", issue #20 for 1948,
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published an article entitled: "Sixteenth October" by Mikhail =YAW/.

The article described a panic in Moscow during 15-17 October 1941 when the

German troops approached Moscow. While reviewing the writings of the Soviet

writers about the panic in Moscow in those days, KORYAKOV mentioned one

Soviet writer, Margarita Vt.TLIII. VIOLIN was an Ameriean by birth and came

to the USSR in 1932 as a tourist where she was married to AndrayYEFREMOV,

a theater producer. Together with her husband and her two children, she

was evacuated from Moscow. She wrote a book "Po russkimdorogan" about her

texperiences during the evacuation. In her book, she revealed that she was

talking with her friend Svetlana who was -the wife of a writer, Boris GEMINI.

(Page 202)
t,.

There is no other information on 13.)ris CHERRY.
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